
CHALLENGES FACED 
1. The existing system at the hospital consisted of various 

generators and switchgears of different ages. Their sparse 

configuration across the site no longer satisfied requirements. 

It is vital to have a reliable back-up supply available at the 

hospital due to the serious repercussions of a power cut.  

2. The hospital required a more centralised power supply that 

was would be suitable to supply all loads and have future 

capacity.  

 

SOLUTIONS DELIVERED 
1. IPU provided 3 ComAp InteliGenNTC BaseBox, 7 InteliMainsNTC 

BaseBox controllers and 2 InteliMains with BTB software which 

offered flexibility and reliability to the back-up power supply. A 

ComAp MainsPro mains protection relay was also fitted to 

each switchboard section to provide superior G59 protection. 

2. Both the InteliGenNTC and InteliMainsNTC BaseBox controllers  

offer remote monitoring, meaning staff can monitor the 

hospital’s power supply directly from the Estates office.  
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BACKGROUND 

The hospital’s existing set up consisted of various generators and 

switchgears of different ages. They were located sparsely across the 

hospital site and this no longer satisfied requirements.  

IPU were contacted while the hospital was undergoing a general 

upgrade of their power supply. The initial phase involved the 

installation of new generators followed by an upgrade of the hospital 

switchgear.  

 

COMAP SOLUTIONS 
IPU provided 3 different ComAp products for this project: InteliGenNTC 

BaseBox and InteliMainsNTC BaseBox controllers and MainsPro 

protection relays.  

An InteliMainsNTC was placed in each changeover section so, in the 

event of a mains failure on any of the switchboards, the generators will 

support the load. One InteliGenNTC is located on each of the three 

generators providing individual protection and control. 

These controllers provide great flexibility. The CANbus of each 

controller is passed through a CAN to fibre convertor fitted on each 

switchboard section, and connects to controllers on a Fibre Optic ring. 

This provides a form of redundancy on the communications between 

the controllers, making the system especially robust.  

A ComAp MainsPro mains protection relay was also fitted to each 

switchboard section to provide G59 protection.  

ABOUT IPU GROUP 
IPU’s Engine Control division represents a wide range of electronic controls and components for diesel and 

gas engines. Typical applications include stand-by power generation, industrial engines, construction ma-

chinery and marine engines. For more information, visit our website: www.ipu.co.uk/controls.  

EXPORT LIMITATION  
Export Limitation allows a generator to be configured to send as much power as its tariff allows to the grid 

and any excess to a battery bank. The InteliMainsNTC BaseBox and InteliGenNTC BaseBox controller offers 

this feature so the hospital can avoid penalties for going over their tariff allowance whilst making money 

on the extra power they produce. When in export mode, the bus-ties open and each generator is able to 

export on an individual transformer, meaning the full capacity of the gensets could be utilised.  


